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choose a protein backbone for design
choose sidechain conformations to allow at each position
calculate the total 1- and 2-body energies for all possible sidechain conformations and 
pairs of sidechain conformations:
   -calculate all non-electrostatic force field terms
   -calculate FDPB electrostatic energy using the DelPhi program:
sequence optimization based on energies calculated in previous step
call DelPhi(calculate backbone reference state energy)
(backbone charged; backbone alone defines dielectric boundary)
FOREACH rotamer i {
   call DelPhi(calculate reference state energy for rotamer i)
    (rotamer i charged; local backbone and rotamer i define dielectric boundary)
   call DelPhi(calculate 1-body backbone solvation energy)
     (backbone charged; backbone and rotamer i define dielectric boundary)
   call DelPhi(calculate 1-body solvation energy for rotamer i)
    (rotamer i charged; backbone and rotamer i define dielectric boundary)
   calculate 1-body screened Coulombic energy between i & backbone
   E(i) = [desolvation of backbone by i +
      desolvation of i by backbone +
           1-body screened Coulombic energy between i & backbone]
   FOREACH rotamer j > i {
 call DelPhi(calculate 2-body solvation energy for rotamer i)
  (rotamer i charged; backbone, rotamer i, and rotamer j define dielectric boundary)
      calculate 2-body screened Coulombic energy between i & backbone
 call DelPhi(calculate 2-body solvation energy for rotamer j)
  (rotamer j charged; backbone, rotamer i, and rotamer j define dielectric boundary)
 calculate 2-body screened Coulombic energy between j & backbone
   and 2-body screened Coulombic energy between i & j
 
      E(ij) = [perturbation by j to desolvation of i + 
     perturbation by i to desolvation of j +
     perturbation by j to i/backbone screened Coulombic energy +
     perturbation by i to j/backbone screened Coulombic energy +
     screened Coulombic energy between i & j]
   }
}
Supplememental Figure 1.  Protein design protocol, including one- and two-body FDPB 
calculations.  A simplified version of the protein design procedure shows the step at which 
electrostatic energies are calculated.  Pseudocode for the electrostatics calculation shows the 
number of times in which the FDPB program DelPhi is called.  For screened Coulombic energies, the 
potential maps from previous calculations are used to obtain screening energies.  As described in 
the methods section, desolvation energies are computed as the difference between folded state 
and reference state solvation energies.  Two-body perturbations for sidechain desolvation and 
sidechain/backbone screened Coulombic energies are computed as the difference between the 
respective two-body and one-body energies.
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